
Special Note: This system works best with the following web
browsers: Mozilla Firefox, Safari, Google Chrome. To avoid
difficulty, please download and install one of these browsers to
apply for a grant.

   

SGFY1400006

Purpose  Provides funding for
projects that spark community
interaction with the arts,
contribute to a lively culture, and
add to the vitality and vibrancy of
Boulder. Words that could be used
to describe your project may
include original, innovative,
risk-taking, out-of-the-box and/or
emerging.

Eligibility  Individuals, artists and cultural organizations are eligible. Award of an Arts in Education Grant or
Major Grant will make the recipient ineligible for a Spark Grant during the same calendar year.

Maximum Award  $1000

Deadline to submit applications

  Round 1  5 p.m., Wednesday, January 8, 2014

  Round 2  5 p.m., Wednesday, April 2, 2014

  Round 3  5 p.m., Wednesday, July 2, 2014

  Round 4  5 p.m., Wednesday, October 1, 2014

 

GENERAL APPLICATION REQUIREMENTS
Residency  Applicants must be either individuals residing in, or organizations/businesses headquartered in,
Boulder.  Note: Addresses with a postal zip code beginning with 803 will be considered as residing in Boulder. 
Post office boxes are not accepted.  
Non Profit Verification  When required as part of grant eligibility, applicants must provide formal IRS
documentation of their 501(c)3 status or formal IRS documentation indicating a pending application.
Contractual Age  All applicants must be of legal contractual age as defined by the state of Colorado (18).
City of Boulder Conflict of Interest  City employees are not eligible to receive grant funding for personal
proposals. Funding for City of Boulder programs, and/or collaborations may be considered.
Good Standing  Applicants must be in good standing with the Boulder Arts Commission having met
agreed-upon deadlines for any previous BAC-sponsored project, and/or made good faith efforts to comply with
BAC requests regarding previous projects.
Civil Rights Act Compliance  All applicants must comply with Title VII of the U.S. Civil Rights Act of 1964
and Section 504 of the Federal Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to the end that no person in the United States shall,
on the grounds of race, color, national origin, physical or mental handicap, sex or religion, be excluded.
Location  The product (performance, piece of art, etc.) funded in whole or in part by the BAC must be
provided to the Boulder community. Any product that receives other funding may be held in another
municipality or area, provided that at least one performance is provided within Boulder Valley as defined in the
Boulder Valley Comprehensive Plan, and is for the direct benefit of the Boulder community.
Time Frame  Major and Spark Grant projects must be completed by December 31 of the year of award.  Arts
in Education Grant projects are allowed to carry over to the subsequent year.
Venue Confirmation  Unless the applicant owns/operates the venue in question, all applications must
include a letter of commitment from the venue(s) involved indicating project dates and rental fees. Letters
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should follow the normal business standard, on letterhead when possible and signed by the author; email
correspondence is not accepted. A contract with the venue including the project dates and rental fees is an
acceptable alternative.
Partner/Collaborator Commitment  If other individuals or organizations/businesses are partnering with
the applicant to make the project possible,  a letter of commitment from each collaborator must be submitted
as an attachment. Letters should follow the normal business standard, on letterhead when possible and signed
by the author; email correspondence is not accepted.
Exclusions  Funds will not be provided for: Projects that have occurred before the grant deadline, capital
projects, fundraising events, the purchase of alcohol, receptions, equipment purchases, general operating
budgets and/or salaries for employees, performance seasons, debt reduction, travel, art therapy,
undergraduate or student projects or production of promotional materials such as a compact disc, videotape,
brochure, etc.
Application Method  Applications will only be processed through the Arts Grant Program website: 
www.boulderarts.org.  With the exception of the Open Grants, applications received in any other way will not
be considered.

REVIEW PROCESS
Deliberation  Grant proposals are reviewed at the Boulder Arts Commission (BAC) meeting the month of the
application deadline and funding decisions are announced at the meeting.
Evaluation of Applications  Funding in previous years does not imply continued support.  Each application is
reviewed anew in the context of current policies and applications.  Applicants that have received repeated
funding should be aware that the BAC looks for indication of growth and a fresh approach to their work. 
Evaluation Criteria and Scoring Schema Weights Spark Grant proposals will be evaluated in light of
these general criteria:

Project Narrative

Is of a High Overall Artistic Quality  The project narrative indicates the ability to
achieve high overall artistic quality.  (weighted at 10% of score)

Promotes Artistic Diversity and Innovation  The project creates art that is unique,
innovative and promotes artistic diversity.  (weighted at 15% of score)

Plans for Documentation of the Project  Plans for documentation appear complete
and appropriate for the project.  (weighted at 5% of score)

1. 

Community Impact

Attracts a Substantial and Diverse Audience  Marketing plans for the project are
well defined, with a clear target audience and methods for reaching them.  (weighted at
10% of score)

Is of Benefit to the Residents of Boulder  The project has clear realizable plans to
engage the community, sparking interaction and conversation about art.  (weighted at
20% of score)

2. 

Demonstrates a Reasonable Budget and Narrative Explanation  (weighted at 5% of score)3. 

Additional Spark Grant Rating Criteria  The proposed project is original, risk-taking, out-of-
the-box and/or emerging. (weighted at 35% of score)

4. 

 

GRANT AWARDS
Notifications and Dispersal of Funds Staff notifies all applicants of recommendations and declined
proposals, and begins the process of having checks cut and collecting any necessary supporting documents
and information. Recipients are notified when checks are ready to be picked up and must make an
appointment to sign contracts and pick up grant checks.
Award Amount  The BAC reserves the right to adjust the amount of a grant award offered to an applicant.
There are no restrictions as to the minimum amount that may be requested in a grant category.
Award Limitations  An individual or organization/business may only be awarded one grant per year. An
individual may not be awarded a grant on behalf of an organization/business if that entity has already been
awarded a grant. Additionally, award of a Major Grant in a given year will make the recipient ineligible for
Major Grant competition in the subsequent year.
Immigration Affidavit for Individuals  The State of Colorado law requires proof of legal residency at the
time of grant check pick-up.
IRS Taxation  Grant awards are non-transferable. Grant awards are taxable and are reported to the federal
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government. Upon award, a current IRS form W-9 must be submitted for the City of Boulder Finance
Department records for each grant recipient, whether the recipient is an individual or an
organization/business.  The W-9 must be in the same name as the grant recipient named on the grant
application. Failure to supply the corresponding W-9 number will invalidate the grant award.
Issuance of Funding Checks  Except for the Spark Grant, which is funded at 100 percent at the outset, all
project grant categories are initially funded at 80 percent of the grant amount awarded.  The remaining 20
percent of the grant awarded is paid out upon receipt and BAC approval of the Grant Budget Report which is
required one month after the project is completed. Failure to submit a final Grant Budget Report will result in
permanent loss of the final 20 percent funds and also in ineligibility to apply for future grants.
Contract  When the check is ready for pick-up, the recipient will be contacted by staff to make an
appointment to sign a grant project contract with the City of Boulder. In the contract, the recipient will indicate
the completion date of the project and the date a grant budget report will be submitted to the BAC through
the on line system (required one month after the project is completed).
Acknowledgment of BAC Funding  All publicity for BAC-funded projects must include the following credit
line: This project is funded (or funded in part) by a grant from the Boulder Arts Commission, an agency of the
Boulder City Council. In lieu of the credit line, the BAC Logo may be used.

REQUIRED REPORTING ON FUNDING PROJECTS
Time Frame for Reporting  The grant budget report is due one month after the project is completed.
Method  Reporting is done through the on line system that the BAC uses at bac.culturegrants.org. Log in with
the same user name and password utilized to submit the application for funds. The reporting form is found
under Applications: My Data. Click on the first small blue icon out to the right of the appropriate report
document which will indicate “link to formset” as the computer mouse nears it.
Extension Requests for Reporting  If circumstances change in any way that will delay the recipient’s ability
to complete the project and the report promised in the contract, it is the recipient’s responsibility to notify the
Commission in advance of the original report deadline. Submit a letter addressed to the Arts Commission with
an update on the project status and a request to change the project completion date and report due date
(specific dates are required in the letter). Letters should follow the normal business standard, on letterhead
when possible and signed by the author; email correspondence is not accepted.
Responsibility  The grant budget report due date is the recipient’s responsibility to remember. The BAC
recommends that the recipient use whatever means will be successful to provide an alert that the report is due
shortly. It is also recommended that the reporting document be explored in advance to become familiar with
the information that will be required. There is no grace period for the report; the BAC does not issue
reminders.
Consequence of Delinquent Report  Unless an extension request is filed with the BAC and approved in
advance of the due date, a late report will result in loss of any remaining BAC funds attached to the grant
project. Additionallly, until the report is turned in and approved, the grant recipient and any individuals or
organizations/businesses attached as collaborators on the project will no longer be eligible to apply for BAC
grant funds.

I certify that I have read the above information and that this project meets the BAC’s eligibility requirements and, if a
funding award is made, will continue to comply with the BAC’s requirements and meet with guidelines for high artistic
quality, community impact, inclusiveness, funding acknowledgment and reporting. *   : 

 I certify

Discipline *   : Multi-Discipline

If Multi-Discipline, please indicate which disciplines are included.    : 
Dance/Film/Video

Applicant (To what name would the grant check be written if awarded?)

First Name *   : 
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Last Name *   : 

Organization/Business
Cultural
organizations/businesses are
eligible. Non-profit status is not
required for this category. * 
 : 

Applicant Mailing Address
(Must be a Boulder street
address; P.O. Boxes are not
accepted.) *   : 

City *   : Boulder

State *   : Colorado

Zip Code *   : 

Organization Contact
Name *   : 

Email *   : 

Phone No. *   : 

Grant Writer Name

(if different from above) 
 : 

Phone   : 

Email   : 

Project Director Name

(if different from above) 
 : 

Phone   : 

Email   : 

To be completed by individual applicants

Organization Affiliation * 
 : 

Sans Souci Festival of Dance Cinema
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Length of Residency of Applicant in the City of Boulder

From: *   : 09/01/1978

To: *   : 04/01/2014

To be completed by organization applicants

Annual Budget *   : $

Number of FTE (Full-time
Equivalent Employees) * 
 : 

Number of Volunteers * 
 : 

Date Established *   : 02-01-2004

1. Project Title (50 character limit) *   :
Sans Souci Festival of Dance Cinema

2. Project Summary (A brief overview of your project): (500 character limit) *   :
With an expansive definition of dance and an appreciation for highly experimental and interdisciplinary forms,
this unique festival exposes diverse audiences to a variety of film, video, and performance possibilities. We
publish a national Call for Entries and curate submissions. The Festival is held on Friday, Sept. 5 and Saturday,
Sept. 6, 2014 at the Atlas Black Box Theater on the campus of CU Boulder. Admission is free.

Please view our 2013 Demo Reel at: http://sanssoucifest.org/demoreel.

3. Overall Calendar for project (dates of planning, preparation, execution and evaluation: (500 character limit) *   :
March 24: Publish Call for Entries
March - Sept: Cultivate Friends of the Festival donors
April 14: Early Submission Deadline
May 23: Final Submission Deadline
June 6: Begin Adjudication Period
July 4: End Adjudication Period
July 11: Notify Artists Deadline
July 25: Postcard design complete and press release describing films complete
July 25 - Sept 5: Advertising and PR blitz
Sept 5 & 6: Festival Weekend, including tentative Friends of the Festival event post-screening

4. Project Completion
Date (This is the last day
of any public event
related to the project) * 
 : 

09-06-2014

5. Report Due Date (One
month following the
project completion
date) *   : 

10-06-2014

6. Where will this project take place? NOTE:  Unless the applicant owns/operates the venue in question, a letter of
commitment from the venue(s) involved indicating project dates and rental fees must be submitted as an attachment
Letters should follow the normal business standard, on letterhead when possible and signed by the author; email
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correspondence is not accepted. A contract with the venue including the project dates and rental fees is an acceptable
alternative. If the applicant owns or operates the project venue, please make mention of this here. (250 character
limit) *   : 
The Festival will take place in the Atlas Black Box Theater on the campus of the University of Colorado,
Boulder.

7. Who are your partners/collaborators? List groups, agencies, schools, or any other individuals who will be involved in the activation of
this project. NOTE: If other individuals or organizations are partnering with the applicant to make the project possible,  a letter of
commitment from each collaborator must be submitted as an attachment. Letters should follow the normal business standard, on
letterhead when possible and signed by the author; email correspondence is not accepted. If this is a solo project with no partners beyond
the applicant, respond with "None." (500 character limit) *   : 
Ana Baer, Artistic Co-Director, Asst Prof of Dance, Texas State University
Tara Rynders, Artistic Co-Director, Dancer, Filmmaker, Performance Artist, Teacher
(Michelle Ellsworth, Director of Dance, CU Boulder has been involved with Sans Souci since its inception but is
on sabbatical this year. Tara is filling in magnificently in her absence).
Crystal Polis, nonprofit consultant, assisting with grant applications and fundraising
CU: Dept of Film Studies & Theater & Dance, ATLAS Institute Center

8. Have you previously been awarded any Boulder Arts Commission Grants? Which type and what year(s)? (500 character limit) *   :
We received a Mini Grant Round 3, FY2013. This helped to fund additional screenings last fall, after the
Festival Weekend.

In 2010, Stephanie Kobes received funds from a BAC Major Grant on behalf of Sans Souci Festival of Dance
Cinema. Those funds were used to add a scholarly panel session to our annual festival that year.

PROJECT NARRATIVE

Briefly describe what you propose to do and how you plan to accomplish it. (1500 character limit)

* :
The Sans Souci Festival of Dance Cinema, now in its Eleventh Year, is a niche film festival dedicated to works
that merge dance and cinematic art forms. We plan to present a two-evening event consisting of about 3
hours of video dance (~90 min/evening) in the Atlas Black Box Theater at CU Boulder on September 5 & 6,
2014.

We've published an international Call for Entries on our website and to our mailing list (~900). The number of
entries has risen each year. We anticipate receiving 120 entries, from which the three Directors will select
approximately 30 for exhibition. It is a significant task to curate the films, but David and Ana and now Tara
(with Michelle on sabbatical), collaborate very well together.

Once the films have been chosen, the publicity materials will be created by David and distributed with help
from Crystal, Tara, and student volunteers from CU. This year for the first time, we are expanding our funding
base to include individual donors, or Friends of the Festival, by using our mailing list, social media and
networking. We hope to host an event at the ATLAS for the Friends after the screenings. We are seeking one
or two business sponsors, also for the first time.

We will hold additional screenings for the films around Boulder and at other sites across the country, but that
is beyond the scope of this grant.

Please view our 2013 Demo Reel at: http://sanssoucifest.org/demoreel or http://vimeo.com/89757884.

Project Artistry, Diversity and Innovation Describe how the proposed project will create art that is unique,
innovative and promotes artistic diversity. (1000 character limit) *   : 
We celebrate, support, educate, and promulgate Dance Cinema, an interdisciplinary art form combining
choreography, dance, and filmmaking. Other terms for this form include Dance for Camera, Dance Video,
Video Dance, Dance Film, and Screen Dance.

Our guidelines ask for:
1) film and video works that integrate dance and cinematography and
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2) mixed-media works that include both cinema and live performance

We encourage submissions from all artists regardless of credentials and affiliations. When choosing works, we
consider investigative, innovative, experimental approaches, and production values. None of these criteria is a
must; none are more important than the others. Simple recordings of dance on a proscenium stage are not
accepted. Cinematic elements must be an integral part of the entry.

Every year the art comes from new people and diverse places, from all over the US as well as other countries.
Last year we had submissions from USA, Spain, Scotland, Sweden, Canada, and France.

Plans for Documentation List the proposed documentation you will present as proof of project completion, in
addition to the required budget report. (1000 character limit) *   : 
In advance of the Festival we will print a postcard using a signature still image from one of the selected films.
The postcard will advertise the dates and times of the Festival, as well as additional local screenings.

Every visitor to the Festival receives our printed program. Generally about 12 pages in length, the booklet
includes black and white still images of each film as well as a brief description of each film and information
about the artists.

I encourage the panel to visit our Web site at http://sanssoucifest.org/ to see the Festival Archives. There you
can find information about selected films throughout our history. The program for 2014 will be published there
before the event.

For publicity and historical documentation we produce and publish (http://sanssoucifest.org/demoreel/) a short
Demo Reel with highlight clips from several of the films exhibited. (The 2014 Demo Reel will not be available
by the final report deadline, but rather by 3/1/15.)

COMMUNITY IMPACT

Briefly describe how your project will achieve community engagement, interaction and conversation. How will it add to
Boulder's unique identity as an arts destination? (1500 character limit) *   : 
The Sans Souci Festival of Dance Cinema is unduplicated in Boulder. There are about two dozen notable dance
cinema festivals worldwide; Sans Souci is one of them. In the past ten years, Sans Souci has exhibited 317
works submitted by over 200 artists from four continents (over 20 countries) at 25 events (many with multiple
screenings/programs) in North America and Europe. We expose our audiences to some of the best dance films
in the world, including those produced by leaders and educators in the field. We believe we are advancing the
art form by cultivating a local audience and inspiring local artists. We believe it is an incredible opportunity for
dance students, film students, artists, and the general public to have access to this emerging art form. We
believe it is very exciting for Boulder to host this international art forum.

We build a community of artists that crosses interdisciplinary lines (especially between dance and filmmaking,
but also including music and performance), and we create opportunities for conversation within that
multidisciplinary community.

Reaching a Substantial and Diverse Audience How many people are you planning to reach with your project?
Who is your target audience? How will you market your project to reach this audience? (1500 character limit) *   : 
Our audience includes dancers, filmmakers, musicians, and other artists and arts patrons. The work is curated
to be very accessible and, simultaneously, sophisticated. We strive to attract a wide range of ages and
backgrounds.

We feel strongly that the Festival remain a free event in order to make it as accessible as possible to students
and the general public. "Dance Cinema" is not something you see everywhere - this is an emerging art form
and incredibly unique. Because it is new, this is an art form the public doesn't necessarily seek out - they have
never seen anything like it and don't know it exists. Making it free helps newcomers take a chance. And when
they do, we believe they are transformed. These films are of the highest artistic integrity. They are moving,
powerful and eye-opening. Attendance at the Festival is not likely to be something one ever forgets.

We reach our audience through the distribution of publicity postcards at local dance studios, local dance
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venues, and CU; an email list that includes over 800 email addresses of interested viewers; posters at CU; our
Facebook page with over 800 Likes; and our website at http://sanssoucifest.org. Using these approaches, we
have filled the 150 seats at our venue for two evenings per year since 2011.

After Festival weekend, we will continue our outreach in Boulder at other public venues, as well as hold
screenings in other parts of the country and even overseas.

Community Benefit Give details as to how this project directly benefits and engages the residents of Boulder. (1000
character limit) *   : 
This Festival exposes a local audience to excellent work in this relatively new form. Additionally, when
contributing artists are able to attend, we provide a forum for our audience members to meet and mingle with
them.

Our audience members benefit by their exposure to high caliber works and by becoming participants in the
international conversation about dance and camera. They are often inspired by the beauty and sensitivity of
the films and are always encouraged to make and submit their own films. We generally end up with at least a
few local artists included in the Festival.

This year for the first time, we are seeking business partners from within Boulder to help sponsor the Festival.
This will deepen our ties to the community and foster new relationships. If funded, we look forward to
detailing the results of these efforts in our final report. Our new Friends of the Festival group, made up of
individual donors, is another way we are engaging our local supporters.

BUDGET NARRATIVE

Use of BAC Grant Funds Please specify how the BAC funds will be used. (1000 character limit)

* :
BAC Funds will be used to print the program booklets that are distributed to every guest at the Festival. As
mentioned before, this booklet includes about a dozen pages of black and white images of each film as well as
a brief description of the film and artist. Funds will also be used to print postcards and posters featuring the
signature image of the Festival.

Remaining BAC funds will go towards administrative time for the four personnel involved in this project. The
Festival has been a true labor of love with the Directors doing approximately 500 hours of work per year as
volunteers for the past ten years; but for it to continue, we understand we need to expand our funding base.
We believe it is time to compensate the artists who run it. If this proves infeasible, then we will have to move
on to other pursuits. Our budget shows funding for half-time for the staff. Our goal is to get all of their time
funded in future years as we progress with our fundraising efforts.

BUDGET SUMMARY
Please complete each item in the budget.

NOTE: You must provide a detailed breakdown and description of each pertinent category in
your budget under EXPLANATION below.  List all grants other than BAC and if the grants are
secured or pending.

EXPENSES AND DIRECT COSTS :

Items Expenses
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INCOME AND CONTRIBUTIONS  :

When you click "Save" at the bottom of this page, the "Amount Requested From BAC" will
automatically subtract the total expenses from the total income.  The maximum amount you
may request from the BAC is $1,000.00.

Expense Totals   : $ 18,280

Income Totals   : $ 17,280

AMOUNT REQUESTED
FROM BAC   : 

$ 1,000

LIST IN-KIND SERVICES AND AMOUNTS  Donated space, supplies, volunteer services (also known as in-kind
contributions) are goods and services that are donated by individuals or organizations other than the applicant.  These
same items MUST be listed in the projects budget as direct costs. (1000 character limit)

 *   : 
- Volunteer Hours: ($6,000 Total)
- David Leserman 200 hours @$20/hr = $4,000
- Ana Baer, 50 hours @$20/hr = $1,000

1. Administrative Costs 7,750 

2. Production Costs 200 

3. Rental: Equipment and/or Facilities 0 

4. Publicity and/or Documentation 1000 

5. Artists fees (Honoraria, Stipends) (Artists fees not to exceed $25/hour) 500 

6. In-kind (space, supplies, volunteers) 8830 

Total Expenses $ 18,280 

Items Income Contributions 

1. Project Sales 4500  

2. Cash Donations 1000 1000 

3. Grants (other than BAC) 1500  

4. In-kind (space, supplies, volunteers, etc.) 8830  

5. Other 450  

Totals of Income and Contributions $ 16,280 $ 1,000 

Grand Total $ 17,280  
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- Tara Rynders, 50 hours @$20/hr = $1,000
- Atlas Black Box Theater - Space Rental - $1,500
- CU Film Department provides the Projectionist - $1,000
- CU Dance Students volunteer as hosts during Festival Weekend - 2 hosts for 4 hours @$10/hr = $80
- Private donors will donate food and drinks to post-screening event - $250

BUDGET EXPLANATION  Detailed breakdown and description of each pertinent category in your budget. (1000
character limit)

 *   : 
Expenses:
- Administrative ($7,750)
- David Leserman, 230 hrs @$20/hr = $4600
- Ana Baer, 50 hrs @$20/hr = $1000
- Tara Rynders, 50 hrs @$20/hr = $1000
- Crystal Polis, 40 hrs @$20/hr = $800
- Bank fees = $200
- Postage/Shipping = $150
- Production ($200)
- Post-screening event = $200
- Publicity/Documentation ($1,000)
- Programs = $300
- Postcards = $150
- Advertising/Fundraising = $550
- Artist fees ($500)
- $500 travel for Ana Baer from Texas

Income:
- Project Sales ($4,500)
- Entry Fees from artists ($4,500)
- 100@$35 = $3,500 (Early deadline)
- 20@$50 (Regular deadline) = $1,000 appx.
- (~30 to be selected for exhibition)
- Cash Donations ($1,000 income + $1,000 contributions)
- $1,000 anticipated in Sponsors
- $1,000 anticipated from individual donors "Friends of the Festival"
- Grants ($1500)
- $1500 applied for from Boulder County Arts Alliance, but grants usually <= $1,000
- Other ($450)
- $450 anticipated from ads in our Program

Attach the following support materials as indicated. Please submit pdfs and/or jpgs for all
supplemental materials except video and audio.

Click the Upload
button to upload new
files. Enter title and
description.
Click Submit. Your
files will appear
below the folder
name and folder size.

Hover over the
thumbnail of a file,
click and hold to drag
it to a different place

Spark Grant
Application
FY14-Application
- Spark Grant
Round 2 FY14 :  

Evidence of
Call for
Entries

First Call for Entries
email image,
3/24/13. (On the
web at
http://mad.ly
/1e92a4?fe=1&
pact=21403420554)

CallForEntriesEmailImage.jpg-  

 
Organizational
Structure

"Sans Souci Festival
of Dance Cinema" is
registered as a
trade name in the
state of Colorado.

SansSouciTradeNameRenewal_20131544422.pdf-
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in the order. Hover
the mouse icon under
the thumbnail to Edit
a file. Hover the
mouse icon under the
thumbnail to Move or
Copy a file to a
different folder.

The system may
require you to save
between uploading
files. If you encounter
difficulty, click Save
at the bottom of the
page and attempt
again.

  : 

Supplemental
Web Links

Clickable links to
additional
information on our
Web site and
elsewhere including
history, vision, and
mission.

SupplementalWebLinks.pdf-  

Resume for
David
Leserman

DavidLesermanQuickResume.pdf-  

Venue &
Commitment
Letter - Atlas,
M. Theodore

This letter indicates
both the
commitment to the
Black Box Venue at
Atlas and also the
commitment of
Atlas at CU to the
Festival. The venue
is provided as an
in-kind contribution.

MichaelTheodore_AtlasVenueLetter.pdf-  

Commitment
Letter - CU
Dance, E.
Randall

CU Dance Dept.
Letter of
Commitment, Erika
Randal, Interim
Director

San_Souci_2014.PDF-  

Commitment
Letter - Ana
Baer

Ana Baer's Letter of
Commitment

AnaBaer_letterofcommitment.pdf-  

Commitment
Letter -
Crystal Polis

Crystal Polis's Letter
of Commitment

CrystalPolisLetterOfCommitment.pdf-  

Commitment
Letter - Tara
Rynders

Tara Rynders's
Letter of
Commitment

Tara_Rynders_letterofcommitment.pdf-  

Evidence of
2013 Event -
Postcard
Front

This is the front of
our publicity
postcard for 2013.
Such a postcard is
planned for the
2014 event.

SSF2013PostcardFront.pdf-  

Evidence of
2013 Event -
Program

This is a color
version of the
program that our
audience received
(in B&W) at our
2013 event in Atlas.
Such a program is
planned for the
2014 event.

SSF2013ProgramSpreads.pdf-  

Evidence of
2013 Event -
Postcard Back

This is the back of
our publicity
postcard for 2013.
Such a postcard is
planned for the
2014 event.

SSF2013PostcardBack.pdf-  
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Organization/Business Supplementary Materials  Attach documents that provide structure, mission statement,
vision statement, brief history, programs, services and community your organization or business serves.   : 

 Attached

Individual Supplementary Materials  Attach a current resume and artist statement.   : 
 Attached

Project Supplementary Materials  Attach photographs, audio, video, press cuttings, etc. that speak to your ability
to achieve similar or better results in this proposed project.   : 

 Attached

Letter of Venue Confirmation  Unless the applicant owns/operates the venue in question, a letter of commitment
from the venue(s) involved indicating project dates and rental fees must be submitted as an attachment. Letters
should follow the normal business standard, on letterhead when possible and signed by the author; email
correspondence is not accepted. A contract with the venue including the project dates and rental fees is an acceptable
alternative.   : 

 Attached

Letters of Partner/Collaborator Commitment  If other individuals, organizations or businesses are partnering
with the applicant to make the project possible, a letter of commitment from each collaborator must be submitted as
an attachment. Letters should follow the normal business standard, on letterhead when possible and signed by the
author; email correspondence is not accepted.   : 

 Attached

Submission and Signature 

I certify that all information contained in this application and attachments is true and accurate.  All funded activities must provide equal

access and equal opportunity in employment and services and may not discriminate on the basis of disability, color, creed or religion. * 
 : 

 I certify

First Name *   : 

Last Name *   : 

Date of Submission *   : 04-01-2014

TO COMPLETE AND SUBMIT YOUR APPLICATION
All required fields must be filled in with the appropriate information and/or attachments. Click on the "Submit"
button and an email notification that your application has been received will be sent. Note that once the
application is submitted, it cannot be revised or added to. Please make certain that you have included all
information and attachments prior to submitting.
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